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Název práe: Komunikae a pam¥´ pro plausibilní agentyAutor: Vojt¥h KopalKatedra (ústav): Katedra teoretiké informatiky a matematiké logikyVedouí bakalá°ské práe: Mgr. Ond°ej Sýkorae-mail vedouího: mail�ondrejsykora.omAbstrakt: V p°edloºené prái jsme se zam¥°ili na porovnávání r·znýh imple-mentaí pam¥tí pro plausibilní agenty v multi-agentním prost°edí. Vytvo°iljsem simulai, ve které se snaºí jednotliví agenti napl¬ovat svou pot°ebu jíst.Aby usp¥li musí se nau£it, kde jsou zdroje potravy, k £emuº jim slouºí imple-mentovaná prostorová pam¥´ a shopnost komunikovat mezi sebou. Agentijsou posléze hodnoeni podle úrovn¥ hladu v pr·b¥hu simulae.Klí£ová slova: plausibilní agenti, prostorová pam¥´, growing neural gas, ko-munikaeTitle: Communiation and memory in plausible agentsAuthor: Vojt¥h KopalDepartment: Department of Theoretial Computer Siene and Mathemati-al LogiSupervisor: Mgr. Ond°ej SýkoraSupervisor's e-mail address: mail�ondrejsykora.omAbstrat: In the present work we have foused on omparation of di�erentimplementation of memory for plausible agents in multi-agent environment.I have reated a simulation whereby the agent are strangling to ful�ll theirneed to eat. To sueed they have to learn the loations of food resouresusing the implemented spatial memory and an ability to ommuniate witheah others. Later the agents are evaluated aording to the level of hungerthroughout the simulation.Keywords: plausible agents, spatial memory, growing neural gas, ommuni-ation
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IntrodutionIn the modern soiety, the amount of information is far behind what one anremember or even proess. In understanding this, one realizes the integralimportane of delegation of thinking and information proessing in a group.Deision making in groups and teams has been overed in the literature tosome extent [3℄. Supposing we have limited memory apaity, informationrequired in deision making has to be distributed and ommuniated betweenpeople e�iently.Our deisions an be either onsious or subliminal, depending on ourneeds or drives - whilst the former is onneted with human behaviour, thelatter is used for plausible agents. Just like in miroeonomis, we an useutility as a measure of relative satisfation [16℄ and see how one managesto ful�l their needs. In satisfying these needs, the knowledge stored in ourmemory and updated regularly is a key tool. With in�nite memory, problemsof information storage would be eliminated and with neessary informationavailable at all times, provided it had one been aquired. Our memory,however, is limited.What we mean by saying that our memory is limited is that we are not ableto remember everything. Certain piees of information are fading away withtime or as one is learning new fats. We set out to understand whether andhow intensive ommuniation an substitute insu�ient memory spae at aonstant level of utility. It is obvious that adding the ability of ommuniationimproves the agents' hanes to survive in the environment.The goal of my work is to observe e�ieny of the agents in their struggleto ful�ll their needs using di�erent implementations of spatial memory. Suhagents will also be able to ommuniate with eah others and thus possiblyimprove their hanes.This thesis onsists of six parts. First, we will introdue the agent andpossible memory implementations based on spei� examples (Chapter 1).Then I will explain algorithms to be used in the program, suh as growingneural gas (Chapter 2). In Chapter 3 We will desribe the simulation, theagents, their memory and their ommuniation. We will further desribe6



the onrete implementation of the introdued algorithms in Chapter 4. Allexperiments are about to be presented in Chapter 5 and the outomes will bedisussed in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 1Related WorkWe will use this hapter to provide an insight into the world of agents andspatial memory. We hope you will not be disappointed as you will not �nd007 in the following lines.1.1 AgentsThere are several ways to explain what or who an agent is. Apart from systemsof agents used in philosophy or soiology, we an see a �rst modern use ofageny and agents in eonomy where eonomists have substituted a humanwith a simpler agent. They intended to simplify their eonomi models inorder to arry out general simulations. Buyers and sellers are typial examplesof agents used in simpli�ed market model in miroeonomis. In this ontext,agents are entities in the model whih an reat to a given ontext.In the ase of arti�ial intelligene, as Wooldridge et al. has lari�ed thereis no exat de�nition of what an agent is [17℄. We an, however, use thede�nition of an agent found in [13℄. It ould not be simpler:De�nition 1 Agent is just something that ats.Of ourse it is as general as it ould be and for our purposes this is toosimple, so we will use another de�nition whih meets better the ontext ofthis work.De�nition 2 Agent is something that senses the environment and a�ets itusing its atuators.Having de�ned an agent, we an now begin to distinguish spei� kindsof agents. In this thesis I will use several slightly di�erent terms in order torefer to agents: rational, autonomous, plausible and believable.8



A rational agent refers bak to eonomis, where we an �nd a de�nition ofrational behaviour. Even though it is rather a hypothetial model sine peopleare usually irrational in their deisions from the perspetive of eonomis, thede�nition used in eonomis suits our needs well. A rational agent is one thatats as if balaning osts against bene�ts to arrive at ation that maximizespersonal utility [6℄. In simple terms, the agent does what is or perhaps mightbe the best for him based on his urrent knowledge of the world.Rational behaviour might, however, be understood in a ompletely di�er-ent way. Plausible agents are agents where the basi approah is to implementhuman-like internal proesses. A well-known example is that of neural net-works, whih ould be used for a simulation of brain proesses, although theseare usually used in a simpli�ed way. Sine it is really di�ult to implement aompletely plausible agent, there are many researh teams fousing on spei�parts of the omplex human nature.Believable agents are personality-rih autonomous agents with the power-ful properties of haraters from the arts [9℄.The last type of agents is referred to as autonomous. An autonomousagents are able to aomplish a useful task or are e�etive problem solvers.One additional term should be de�ned in referene to agents:Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) ageny model implements three parts: agent'sbelief, his desire and his intention. These three parts are ombined in reason-ing. A BDI agent is a partiular part of a bounded rational agent, whihuses the three parts to separately prepare plans whih are later exeuted.What distinguishes BDI from a simple reative agent is that a reative agentreates an immediate deision based on the urrent state of environment andthe inputs of his sensors. The BDI agent, on the hand, uses all three parts:
• belief represents the agent's informational state, for example sensoryinputs and information in his memory,
• desire is the agent's motivational state, what he needs to approah, forexample he is hungry and he needs to �nd appropriate food,
• intention, on the other hand, is his immediate deision how he attaingthe goal he desires, in other words it is exeution of plan, for examplenext move.1.2 Spatial Resoure-bounded MemoryA memory is something that hanges a reative agent into an agent with anability to learn. It an be used for learning onsequenes of agent's ats, on-ditional dependenies in the agent's world implementing Bayesian networks9



[12℄, or spatial information about the environment. The latter is a kind ofmemory we used for agents in our simulation.A spatial memory is used when the agent needs to navigate usually in atwo or three dimensional spae. In short, it is a omponent of the agent whihtells him where to go when he needs to ollet an item that is available only onspei� loations, or to perform an ation that must be performed at ertainloations. There are several di�erent approahes and several examples aregoing to be overed in this setion. I am going to introdue several existingimplementations of spatial memory. Mainly I will attempt to address whetherand how they have dealt with bounded resoures - either due to implementa-tion restritions, or when approahing plausibility in their models.1.2.1 Resoure-bounded ReasoningRational agents annot be expeted to be able to ompute a load of data in areasonable time or in a time in whih the environment doesn't hange muh.That is why we have to take into aount bounded resoures when simulatingplausible or real agents. We want to avoid omputations of plan that takea long period of time during whih the environment hanges signi�antly.As noted by Bratman et al., plan omputation an be separated from planexeution, whereby the plan is prepared over several exeutions [4℄. In thisase we need either to be able to perfetly predit the future, or base our planon data, whih does not hange at all or remains onstant for the given periodof time.1.2.2 Short-term and Long-term MemoriesGenerally, when we talk about remembering something, two terms need to bede�ned: a long-term memory (LTM) and a short-term memory (STM). Bothof these desribe a apaity for holding a ertain amount of information inmind. Apart from the varying amount of information stored, the memoriesdi�er in the availability of suh information and the period of time over whihthese memories last.In 1968 Rihard Atkinson and Rihard Shi�rin suggested a memory modeldivided into three omponents [1℄:(a) sensory register, able to store only a relatively small amount of data fora short period of time,(b) short-term store with the ability to store also a limited amount of data,but for a longer period of time, 10



Figure 1.1: Information �ow in the memory system, adopted from Atkinsonet al. [2℄() long-term store with a large apaity for a nearly unlimited amount oftime.We use short-term memory to store information for a relatively shortperiod of time. This ould be seonds or minutes. A number of entites weare able to hold in the STM was studied by George Miller in 1956 [14℄. Theoutome of his work was the magial number 7 ± 2, whih is the number ofsimilarly small things we an hold in STM.A long-term memory, on the other hand, is used to store informationwe do not think of onsiously. The piees of suh information are importantfor the everyday life. The apaity of LTM memory is unknown, as there isno way how to measure it.1.2.3 Computational Memory ArhiteturesComputational memory arhitetures for autobiographi agents interating inomplex virtual environment suggested by Ho et al. work with both short-term and long-term autobigraphi memories, where they have studied theagent's ability to survive in omparison to a purely reative ageny model[8℄. Moreover, they researhed whether the narrative ommuniation amongstagents somehow positively in�uene those agents. They have separately ex-perimented with three types of agents: purely reative (PR), short-term mem-ory (STM) and long-term memory (LTM). A purely reative agent walks ran-11



domly around the environment avoiding obstales and searhing for resouresin order to to ful�l his needs.STM agents in further extend the model of purely reative agents and adda trak-bak memory system in addition to the reative behaviour. Eah timean agent deals with an event (e.g. ollision, or resoure objet), he on�nesthis information into his memory. They refer to this as an event-based memoryentry making mode. These events are kept in a linear list of a �nite size and theoldest events are deleted. The memory is used when an internal variable, i.e.his desire, is over threshold. That is the moment when agent searhes in hismemory for an information about relevant resoure objet. If he sueeds and�nds what helps him to ful�ll his desire, he undoes bakwards all memorizedstates leading to the objet he has found. Therefore, what a STM agentatually puts into memory is his urrent state: where he has been and whathe has pereived. In order to aount imperfetion in retrieving informationfrom short-term memory, they introdued noise to alter the values.LTM is mostly based on psyhologial autobiographi memory models.There are three parts that are involved in the reasoning proess: Event Spei�Knowledge (ESK), Event Reonstrution Proess (ER) and Event Filteringand Ranking Proess.The onlusion presented by Ho et al. were not muh suprisising as iton�rmed that more omplex memory implementation leads to better results.However, there were several interesting outomes. For example the LTMagents without ommuniation were signi�antly in�uened by the preseneof more agents and thereby dynamially hanging environment without theirendeavour. Suh a negative in�uene is restrained when the agents ommu-niate and share their knowledge. To sum up, the experimental studies hasshown that more omplex LTM arhiteture extends the lifespan of an agentompared to pure reative or STM arhiteture and also that ommuniationhelps the agents to hallenge a dynamially hanging environment.1.2.4 How Plae and Objets Combine?Brom et al. mainly foused on plausible behaviours while searhing for thingsin strutured spaes suh as �ats.[5℄ Unlike others who previously researhedthe area of spatial memory for plausible agents, they suggested a model foran agent whih ould suessfully live in a dynami environment with objetsthat ould be moved without the agent's involvement.In this model, the environment onsists of abstrat and spei� areas suhas rooms and piees of furniture. These areas are ombined into a tree stru-ture used in the model where, for example, the �at is a root node, the im-mediate hild nodes are rooms and, �nally, spei� piees of furniture are12



hild nodes below room nodes. Four di�erent ategories have been reated forobjets to re�et varying probabilities of hanging objet's loation whih infat simulates a presene of another agent in the environment. The observedagent therefore does not leave the �at and it is there alone.During their experiments, what is interesting for my work is the sub-sequently observed ability of the model to emerge the searhing rules fromsrath, to relearn the rules in the ase a partiular setting hanges, and ifthe merged rules meet with the human behaviour, i.e. they are believable.1.2.5 Inspirations for Our WorkThe suggested RTM and LTM models of agents as desribed by Ho et al. areof interest in my simulation [8℄. There has to be a ouple of minor hanges,though, as I am working with a simpler environment ompared to the oneused in the work desribed above. The hanges will in�uene the strutureof memory reords in both RTM and LTM. Also the ommuniation protoolwill be di�erent and I am going to introdue it later in this thesis. Althoughit is not going to be part of this partiular thesis, omparing the memorymodels might prove interesting.In our projet, the environment we want to use does not di�erentiate thearea as the one assumed by Brom et al., that means it is homogeneous [5℄. Forthe purpose of implementing an agent with a similar spatial "What-where"memory model, I will use a di�erent spatial organization, whih ould besimilarly strutured into a grid. The suggested model, however, is usablefor objets whih are moved around the environment and I do not have suhobjets. Objets in my environment are generated around a distribution plaeand loations of those plaes are something that ould be learnt using �What-Where� model.
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Chapter 2Used Methods and AlgorithmsIn previous hapter we have introdued several kinds of agents, how they anbe used and also what a spatial memory is. This hapter is going to over theused algorithms and omputational methods I have studied and implementedin my work.The �rst subsetion dissets the implementations of agents' memory andin detail desribes its fundamental parts. Both the Growing Neural Gas andthe Grid are used as memory storage to handle spatial information about theenvironment with bounded resoures.2.1 Growing Neural GasA learning proess is something what we have been experiening every daysine we were born. In this proess we usually know whether we have mas-tered a new skill by trying it and being rewarded. Either at shool, or atwork. Suh a proedure, whereby someone is rewarded or punished after hedoes something, is alled a reinforement learning and it expets someone - asupervisor - who gives the rewards. On the other hand, sometimes we need tobe able to learn without that supervisor. Growing Neural Gas (GNG) is anexample of an unsupervised learning method. GNG is a self-organizing mapused to �nd a simpler data struture representation of its origin.2.1.1 Topology LearningProessing an enormous amount of spatial data about an environment is om-putationally demanding when, for example, we want to navigate in suh en-vironment. A topology learning or reognition an help us reate a repre-sentation suh as a topologial map, whih an be viewed as a graph and14



whih makes reasoning in the environment muh easier. Rather omplex un-derstanding of topology in an indoor spae using Bayesian programming hasbeen shown. [15℄Based on ompetitive Hebbian learning (CHL) method [11℄ and Neural Gas(NG) [10℄, Bern Fritzke proposed Growing Neural Gas [7℄, an unsupervisedlearning method for �nding a topologial struture whih re�ets the topologyof the data distribution. Although the ombination of both CHL and NG isan e�etive method for topology learning, there are some �aws in pratialappliation as it requires an initial set-up of number of nodes/entres that areused. This fat prevents the method from adequately desribing the topologywhen a di�erent number of nodes would work more e�etively.Fritzke desribed an algorithm that uses a set of nodes and edges thatonnets the nodes. A simpli�ed desription of algorithm in the ontext oftwo-dimensional spae follows [7℄:1. Add two nodes at random position onto anvas.2. Generate input signal based on the data distribution (its probabilitydensity).3. Find the nearest node n1 and seond nearest node n2 to the signal.4. Inrement the age of all edges leading from node n2.5. Add the squared distane between the input signal and the nearest unitin input spae to a loal ounter variable ∆error(n1).6. Move node n1 and its topologial neighbors towards the signal (aord-ing to parametres epsilonwinner and epsilonneighbour).7. Remove all edges with an age larger than amax.8. Generate new nodes (see [7℄) using variable alpha.9. Derease all error variables by multiplying them with a onstant beta.10. Go to 2.For the purpose of this work I want to use this algorithm to learn a topol-ogy of data whih dynamially hanges through time. We have to set-upthe variables for this algorithm alpha, beta, epsilonwinner, epsilonneighbour andmaximal number of nodes. In the following setion, I am going to introdueyou to the experiments arried out with this algorithm..15



proedure Sore ( )(px , py , pvar ) <− GetEstimatedGauss ( )( rx , ry , rvar ) <− GetRealGauss ( )sqDis tane <− ( px − rx )∗ ( px − rx ) + (py − ry )∗ ( py − ry )sqS i z e <− ( pvar + rvar )∗ ( pvar + rvar )s o r e <− sqDis tane / sqS i z ere turn s o r eend Figure 2.1: The SCORE method2.1.2 Experiments on Dynami DataAs I mentioned previously, I had to set-up the variables so as to be able to useGrowing Neural Gas method properly. To ahieve this, I have made a Javaprogram whih tests various ombinations of variables' values and �nds thebest one. It has subsequently run the algorithm for a given number of stepsand measured the sore (see 2.1 ). Throughout the experimental simulationthere are randomly generated GNG inputs following a Gaussian distribution.The value of sore measures the di�erene between the genuin distributionand the estimated distribution whih is omputed based on the GNG data.The result is a ombination of the distane between the distributions' entersand ratio of varianes.A total number of possible ombinations is equal to 19712. For eahof these ombinations, I ran 10000 steps of the GNG learning sequene andmeasured the average sore. The entire experiment was omputed in a parallelfashion using 30 threads.The best results with an average SCORE < 10−11 are shown in table2.1.2.The onlusion is that the values we have been given from this experimentand whih are presented in 2.1.2 were proved to be quite unsuessful in themain simulation. The values ould not have been used, beause of the badresults the GNG agents had. Therefore we have been slowly altering thevalues to see the immediate result in the simulation and through this way weome up with values 2.4 whih works quite well.
16



Figure 2.2: Sreenshot showing the proess of searhing optimal variablevalues. The visualization has been made for testing purposes in the �rstplae, but it niely shows what had been lately paralelly omputed. The bot-tom part of the piture shows the SCORE value throughout the simulation.(Red olor means SCORE > 0.05, orange is SCORE > 0.001 and green is
SCORE <= 0.001)
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• alpha ∈ {0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0}

• beta ∈ {0.0, 0.00001, 0.00005, 0.0001, 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.5, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0}

• epsilonwinner ∈ {0.0, 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0}

• epsilonneighbour ∈ {0.0, 0.0001, 0.0006, 0.001, 0.005, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2}

• maxNodes ∈ {4, 8, 16, 32}Figure 2.3: Domains of variables for the experimental learning of best values.
alpha beta epsilonwinner epsilonneighbour numNodes SCORE0.0 1.0 0.0050 0.0 16 3.8 ∗ 10−120.5 0.0 0.01 1.0E-4 8 5.1 ∗ 10−120.5 0.0010 0.1 0.0010 8 8.8 ∗ 10−120.5 1.0 0.0 1.0E-4 8 3.1 ∗ 10−120.8 1.0E-5 0.0010 1.0E-4 32 7.4 ∗ 10−120.8 1.0E-5 0.0050 6.0E-4 8 4.3 ∗ 10−12Table 2.1: Variable values with best average SCOREs

α = 0.8f

β = 1.0E − 5fepsilon = 5.0E − 4f

epsilonneighbour = 6.0E − 4fnumNodes = 5Figure 2.4: Variable values with best average SCOREs18



2.2 GridThe idea for this data struture representing resoure-bounded memory isbased on Brom et al. [5℄. What di�ers in my work from their observedenvironment is that agents in my simulation at in a homogeneous spaewhih annot be di�erentiated in a way the mentioned simulation does. Tosolve this issue I have simply di�erentiated the environment into grid of 4x4,where eah ell works as the plae in 1.2.4.Eah ell is given two variables positive and negative, both of whih areset to zero and inreased throughout the simulation. When an agent sees atleast half of that area determined by the ell, provided he sees any food, heinreases the positive variable. If the agent searhes for food and he annotsee any, he inreases the negative variable.Later when one wants to asertain from the grid whether there is foodat spei� ell, it answers aording to this method with parameter a to befound:
ANSWER = α× positive− negative (2.1)Similarly, I will use this struture to keep the spatial information aboutthe environment in the simulation.
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Chapter 3Simulation and Used MemoryArhiteturesIn this hapter we will desribe the simulation, environment and agent's rea-soning and ommuniation how it is used in later experiments.3.1 SimulationThe simulation onsists of a set of agents, a set of generators and a set of pieesof food. Aording to given settings it subsequently proesses a number ofsteps, eah of whih invokes agents' life step and eventually generating newfood. There are six kinds of food, eah of whih has its food generator atgiven position in the environment. The food generator regurarly drops newpiee of food randomly using Gaussian distribution around the generator'sposition. An agent task is to searh for the food, as he is getting more hungryevery step of the simulation. There is a separate need for eah food, i.e. theagent has to �nd all six food resoures.Eah agent is able to perieve the environment, but they had limitedpereption restrited by their sight, exept for the pure reative agent whihsees all the enviroment. Agents also an ommuniate with eah others andthere two kinds of agents whih has a spatial memory - GNG agent and gridagent.The simulation an also ontain a ouple of monitors whih observe theenvironment or agents. Their purpose is to write the urrent state of thesimulation into the �le so as to be able to reate graphs and ompute statistialvalues. Other kind of environment observer is the visualiser, whih allows usto see what eah agent sees and believes.20



3.2 EnvironmentThe environment is a two-dimensional spae whih ontains agents and food.Agents an move around and eat the food whih is randomly distributed usingthe food generators.3.3 AgentAs mentioned previously, an agent is an entity in the environment whihmoves and interat with the world around. The interation is done througheating food whih is a part of the environment and through ommuniationwith other agents. The latter one atually hanges agents' beliefs about theenvironment. He moves disretely eah step of simulation. There is an orderin whih the agents are sequently proessed; we did not want to handiapanyone, so we tried to emulate parallel proessing by spliting agents' stepphases into groups suh as perieving the environment, ations and dying.Eah agent has his needs whih in�uene his deisions as ful�lling his needskeeps him alive. When his internal variables of needs is higher than a tresholdhe starts searhing for the appropriate food resoure. He uses his sight whihallows him to perieve the spae around him in the set distane. If he doesnot see anything and is allowed to ommuniate, he an ask the agents aroundhim, but again only in the distane of audition.There are four types of agents eah of whih is di�erent in the way theydeide about next step. If one is hungry and sees food (i.e. there is a piee offood in the sight distane) then they hoose to go after this food. If there isno desired food around they go searhing for it and that is when the agents'ations di�er.
• random agent moves randomly around the environment,
• pure reative agent sees the whole environment, i.e. they always sees adesired piee of food,
• grid agent implements a memory based on lustering the spae into agrid,
• GNG agent implements a memory based on growing neural gas.3.4 CommuniationApart from what agent sees, there is another way how the agents gather in-formation about the environment. They ommuniate. It is a quite simple21



Figure 3.1: Simple ommuniation protoolway of sharing information. When suggesting an implementation for om-muniation, I had to reate a uni�ed protool whih ould have been usedthroughout all types of agents. I tried to keep this ommuniation protoolas simple as possible.Moreover, although all agents have a knowledge of a sort about the envi-ronment, they are not able to answer easily when asked about a spei� foodloation. Sine the food appears in environment aording to given normaldistribution, it is not lear what should be an answer to suh question. Severalpossible kinds of answers follow.First and the simplest answer might be the exat X,Y oordinates of thefood loation as it is stored in agent's mind. Additionally, there would be anoise added to suh answer, keeping in mind that the answer should not beperfet and there is always a distortion and imperfetion in our answers basedon how a person is ertain about his answer.Another way, and perhaps a more plausible one, might be answering witha diretion (an angle) with an approximate distane. What both the X, Yanswer and the latter information have in ommon is that the answers are hardto ombine with the learning method used in GNG memory. GNG works withsamples of data whih subsequently in�uene the neural network. Both kindsof answers ould be used if agents would ask more often or the agent's answerwould be a sample of points straight away.So I have implemented a ommuniation model (see 3.2) whereby an an-swer onsists of a small set of points. Eah point is generated aording toagent's knowledge. When an agent is asked, �rst he uses his either GNGmem-ory, or grid memory to estimate the Gaussian distribution of the food resoureand then randomly generates the points using the estimated distribution.3.5 Deision MakingWhile searhing for food, eah type of the agent makes the deision where togo next. This proess is either done randomly or following one's knowledge22



Figure 3.2: How the agent deides what to do nextof the environment. A simple diagram of deision making follows.The diagram 3.2 shows how an agents deides what to do. In fat it isommon for all types of agents desribed in this thesis, although the �rst step"Put known food loation into memory" is omitted in ase of random and PRagents.First an agent puts into his memory known food loations. These areloations whih he either sees, or remembers from the last simulation step.After that he heks his internal variables to see whether he is hungry or not.If he is hungry, he tries to deide where his desired food resoure is. He useshis memory, sight and eventually ommuniation with other agents.The output of this proess is a group of possible loations from whih hehooses the losest one and head towards it. If he oures at the positionwhere the desired food also is, he eats it. Throught the deision �ow there aretwo moments, when the agent does not know what to do and then he movesrandomly: when he does not need to eat anything and when he annot �ndthe the path to the food resoure.3.6 MemoriesThere are two types of memory whih should allow agents to improve theirlifespan ompared to a random agent. Those are memories based on a growing23



Figure 3.3: A visualization of an grid agent's memory and the situation in theenvironment. The oloured bars on the left side show urrent levels of agent'shunger. Coloured squares display grid ell values.neural gas and a spatial grid.The GNG memory uses a self-teahing neural network whih has beendesribed in 2.1. The neural network allows the agent to learn the approximateloation where the food is distributed. Eah kind of food is given a singleneural network whih tries to learn the distribution re�eting the data inputs.The grid memory divides the environment into a grid in order to simplifythe spae and to restrit the total size of the data struture used to desribethe spae. There are 16 ells, eah of whih has six positive/negative pairsof variables as there are six kinds of food. When an agent moves aroundthe environment and sees the food the positive value of an appropriate ell isinreased, it is the same when an agent reieve information about the foodposition. On the other hand, when an agent reahes the ell and sees there isno food, the negative value is inreased.
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Figure 3.4: A visualization of an GNG agent's memory and the situation inthe environment. Conneted oloured irles represent growing neural gas foreah food kind.
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Chapter 4Implementation
4.1 MemoriesEah memory implementation implements following IMemory interfae:i n t e r f a  e IMemory {Learn ( i n t e g e r foodKind , Point [ ℄ l o  a t i o n s ) ;Point [ ℄ GetSample ( i n t e g e r foodk ind ) ;( Point , i n t e g e r ) GetExpetedGauss ( i n t foodk ind ) ;} Through the Learn method the memory gets new inputs and thus it learns.GetSample method returns a sample of food loations aording to the agent'sbelieves, it means that based on the information in memory it tries to gen-erate several samples. GetExpetedGauss method returns expeted Gaussiandistribution (x,y loation and variane) for the food kind given as a parameter.The expeted Gaussian distribution is not alulated every time the Get-ExpetedGauss method is alled, but it prealulated after the new inputs areproessed.4.2 Growing Neural Gas as a MemoryGrowing neural gas has been explained previously in 2.1. In this setion I willexplain how that algorithm was used to learn positions of food soures. Forthis purpose the GNG uses �ve nodes.For eah kind of food there is a separate GNG engine whih learns thebelieved loation of suh food.proedure Learn ( integer foodkind , Points [ ℄ l o  a t i o n s )gngEngine <− GetEngineByFoodKind( foodkind )26



gngEngine . S e tDe s  r e t eS i gna l s ( l o  a t i o n s )endSetDesreteSignals method assigns known food loations (array of x,ypoints) to the neural network so as to be later proessed using the GNGalgorithm desribed in 2.1. At the end of day, i.e. end of eah simulationstep, the learnt information is proessed by the GNG.When the memory is asked about expeted Gauss distribution, it uses the�ve nodes in the GNG to ompute it. It simply omputes an avarage pointfrom those nodes and also variane.4.3 Grid as a MemoryAs in GNG memory implementation, the grid memory uses Learn method toupdate urrent state.proedure Learn ( integer foodkind , Points [ ℄ l o  a t i o n s )g r id <− GetGridByFoodKind ( foodkind )hasInput <− CreateEmptyMatrix ( o l s , rows )for (x , y ) in l o  a t i o n s dobegin( gridX , gridY ) <− GetGridCoords (x , y )g r id [ gridX , gridY℄++;endfor ( i , j ) in gr id dobegin e l l <− gr id [ i , j ℄i f hasInput [ i , j ℄ > 0 then e l l . I n Po s i t i v e ( )elsei f node i s in s i gh t d i s tane then e l l . InNegat ive ( )endendAn atuall value of the ell is omputed using following formula:
value = positive− negative/α

if(value < 0)value = 0
(4.1)27



α is set to 2.The gaussian distribution is omputed following way:
• x, y position is omputed as a weighted mean of ells:

∑
CellV aluei × (xi, yi)∑

CellV aluei
(4.2)

• variane is omputed as normalized sum of weighted distanes:
∑

DistanceToCenteri × CellV aluei
α×NumPositiveCells×MaxCellV alue

(4.3)
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Chapter 5Experiments
5.1 Experimental Settings and MethodologyAll following experiments are run using a default setup as it is desribed inthis setion. Eah of the experiments is run on a quadore Intel Core i5 with2,4 GHz and 6 GB RAM.Environment is set to be a square matrix with 128 x 128 dimension. Allagents start in the middle of the environment. There are six kinds of foodwhih are randomly positioned in the environment and whih generate a pieeof food eah 50 steps.Sine an environment ontains six food kinds, an agent has six internalvariables for eah suh food kind (see 5.1). By default they are set to 0 andare inreased by 0.001 eah step in simulation. When they are equal to 1 (orhigher), the agent dies.The statistial values (mean, median, min and max) in the tables for eahexperiment are alulated from dataset without �rst 17000 simulation steps.This is beause we wanted to have values desribing the overall trend withoutbeing distrated by the �rst initial steps.5.2 Homogeneus Agent Set Comparision withCommuniationIn this experiment I will ompare avarage life span and e�ieny of groupswhih ontains of agents with only single type of memory. Thereby you ansee whih of the used memory implementation works better in memory ho-mogeneus environment.What I assume is the random agents are about to expire almost imme-29
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0 200 400 600 800Figure 5.1: An example of agent's �rst 1000 steps showing the needs for eahkind of food.diately as they had no hane to �nd all the food. While the PR agentsshould approah their goals easily, thereby they will stay alive. Both resultsof GNG agent and grid agent are matters of the experiment and I an onlyexpet them not to be worse than random agent and not to be better thanPR agent.
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5.2.1 Random agentThe �rst experiment is a simulation in whih there are only random agents.I have added random agents into this work so as to see a worst-ase example.They should not survive without ommuniation and even with the ommu-niation they should pass away quikly.As we assumed, the random agents were not able to survive without om-muniation (see 5.2(b) ). On the other hand, when I allowed them to om-muniate with eah others, they improved their hanes. Although they willnot last through the entire simulation (see 5.7(a)), the result was surprising.See 5.3 for detail of an agent's start.Agent kind median mean min maxRandom agents with ommuniation 1 0.875 0.406 1Random agents without ommuniation 1 1 1 1

Figure 5.2: Compare random agents with and without ommuniation. Whenthey were allowed to ommuniat, they managed to survive several thousandsstep. On the other hand, they died immediately without the ommuniation,as we assumed. The graphs show the mean of hunger for eah of 12 agents inthe simulation.
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5.2.2 PR AgentThis experiment serves as a ontrast to the previous one. A pure reativeagent has a omplete pereption of the environment and thus he should beone hundred perent suessful no matter if he ommuniates or not. PRagents are added to this work as a best-ase example.The result is, as we an see in 5.4(a) and 5.4(b), that the results are thesame. Atally it ould have ended di�erently as a PR agent does not even tryto ommuniate. He knows everything.Agent kind median mean min maxPR agents with ommuniation 0.510 0.512 0.382 0.695PR agents without ommuniation 0.510 0.512 0.382 0.695

Figure 5.4: Compare pure reative agents with and without ommuniation.There is no di�erene between the simulations with and without ommuni-ation. The graphs show the mean of hunger for eah of 12 agents in thesimulation.
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5.2.3 GNG AgentGNG agents need more information to be able to learn and to survive that iswhy I do not expet them to deal with it well. In ase of a simulation withoutommuniation they might end up similarly to random agents, they shoulddo better if they ommuniate.The results have shown that GNG agents were not suessful when theyould not ommuniate and they ended up simirarly to random agents. Thisshows that the implemented memory using GNG was not able to learn thatquikly. On the other hand, when GNG agents ommuniation there is astrange improvement when we ompare the result with PR agents. To under-stand this, look at the progress of the two simulations and espeially on thewaves. We an see that in ase of GNG agents the waves are more synhro-nized and in ase of PR agents they omplement eah other. Our assumptionis that the perfetion of PR agents also brings a little drawbak as they eatall food and thus they have to travel farther.Agent kind median mean min maxGNG agents with ommuniation 0.507 0.508 0.353 0.676GNG agents without ommuniation 1 1 1 1

Figure 5.5: Compare GNG agents with and without ommuniation. Theyhave not managed to survive without ommuniation just like random agents,on the other hand they had slightly better results than PR agents. The graphsshow the mean of hunger for eah of 12 agents in the simulation.
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5.2.4 Grid AgentI assumed grid agents will be similar to GNG agents, i.e. they fail to survivewithout ommuniation. Grid agents are able to learn quikly the environ-ment just by moving around randomly and there is the hane that a oupleof them survive. They also should do well when they ommuniate.The results are that grid agents learn quikly and thus they were ableto survive without ommuniation. It is not lear what the probability is asthere were only few of them. I have run 20 simulations with grid agents toverify the probability of grid agent's learning the environment. Like in thestandard experiments there were 12 agents and the following values shows theresult of the tests: mean=5.56, median=5.5, min=1, max=12.Unexpetedly in the simulation with ommuniation the grid agents werenot muh better than without ommuniation. The range of measured valuesis larger and there also were agents that did not survive. All this might bebeause of the overload of information that omes with the ommuniation.Grid agents have set the α value to balane the importane between positiveand negative variables and thus it also balanes whether the learnt positionsof food are of higher importane or the learning empty grid ells (see 4.3 ).With too muh positive information a grid agent beomes perplexed.Agent kind median mean min maxGrid agents with ommuniation 0.610 0.663 0.393 1Grid agents without ommuniation 0.495 0.680 0.338 1
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Figure 5.6: Compare grid agents with and without ommuniation. Theymanaged to survive without ommuniation, although when ommuniatingthey beame perplexed and some of them died. The graphs show the meanof hunger for eah of 12 agents in the simulation.
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5.3 Mixed EnvironmentSeond part of the experiments are about environment where di�erent kindsof agents are trying to ful�ll their needs. I will observer whether some kind ofagents prosper from a presene of other agents or if they are not that suessfulas they were in a homogeneous environment in previous experiments.5.3.1 GNG+Grid+PR+Random AgentsFirst I will start with ombination of all kinds of agents, whereby sine thereare those PR agents the others have an advantage of the perfet soure ofinformation. So I do not expet them to fail. Without ommuniation theresult should not di�er from those results of simulations with single kind ofagent, although sine there are di�erent agents around the environment, thoseagents whih were worse than others should be now even muh worse.The results show that all agents survived in this environment when theywere allowed to ommuniate. What is more, the grid agents improved theirstatistis possibly owing to the various ompany. On the other hand, withoutommuniation again only grid and PR agents survived.Results of a simulation with ommuniation follow:Agent kind median mean min maxGNG agents 0.517 0.520 0.402 0.705Grid agents 0.517 0.519 0.376 0.664PR agents 0.513 0.513 0.380 0.644Random agents 0.522 0.525 0.407 0.683All agents 0.517 0.519 0.376 0.705Results of a simulation without ommuniation follow:Agent kind median mean min maxGNG agents 1 1 1 1Grid agents 0.458 0.622 0.329 1PR agents 0.427 0.428 0.320 0.545Random agents 1 1 1 1All agents 1 0.762 0.320 1
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Figure 5.7: Compare the results of GNG, grid, PR and random agents alltogether with and without ommuniation. With ommuniation they man-aged suessfully surived, on the other hand, without ommuniation onlygrid agent stayed alive. The graphs show the mean of hunger in four separateboxes eah of whih ontains results of one agents' kind.
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5.3.2 GNG+Grid+Random AgentsIn this experiment I have omitted pure reative agents and thus left others ontheir own. For better omparision I have added the di�erene between valuesin the urrent experiment and the previous one (GNG+Grid+PR+Random).I used red olour for a derease and green olour for an inrease, although itis an improvement if they values are lower. We expet them to generally beworse than in the previous experiment, sine the PR agents are missing.As we an see in the table below the only agent that is worse than beforeis the grid agent. Both GNG and random agent have improved their perfor-mane. Without ommuniation the only one to survive was again the gridagent.Results of a simulation with ommuniation follow:Agent kind median mean min maxGNG agents 0.514 0.515 0.367 0.681-0.003 -0.005 -0.035 -0.024Grid agents 0.519 0.521 0.380 0.703+0.002 +0.003 +0.004 +0.037Random agents 0.521 0.523 0.399 0.690-0.001 -0.002 -0.008 -0.007All agents 0.518 0.520 0.366 0.703+0.001 +0.001 -0.001 -0.002Results of a simulation without ommuniation follow:Agent kind median mean min maxGNG agents 1 1 1 1Grid agents 1 0.684 0.284 1+0.542 +0.062 -0.045Random agents 1 1 1 1All agents 1 0.895 0.284 1+0.133 -0.036
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Figure 5.8: Compare the results of GNG, grid and random agents all togetherwith and without ommuniation. They managed to survive without ommu-niation, although when ommuniating they beame perplexed and some ofthem died. The graphs show the mean of hunger in three separate boxes eahof whih ontains results of one agents' kind
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5.3.3 GNG+Grid AgentsThis experiment ompare tho memory agents together in a simulation. Wewill see whether suh ompanionship is an improvement or just disadvan-tage. Again you an see highlighted di�erenes between new values from thisexperiment and the values from the previous one (GNG+Grid+Random).The results of simulation without ommuniation should not be any sur-prise, there is again a group of grid agents survived. As for the simulationwith ommuniation, we an ompare the values with the results of single-kindsimulations and then we see that this environment improved the grif agent'performane, on the other hand, it worsen the results of GNG agents.Results of a simulation with ommuniation follow:Agent kind median mean min maxGNG agents 0.531 0.533 0.369 0.699+0.017 +0.018 +0.002 +0.018Grid agents 0.537 0.538 0.392 0.698+0.018 +0.017 +0.012 -0.005All agents 0.534 0.535 0.369 0.699+0.016 +0.015 +0.003 -0.004Results of a simulation without ommuniation follow:Agent kind median mean min maxGNG agents 1 1 1 1Grid agents 1 0.690 0.282 1+0.006 -0.002All agents 1 0.845 0.282 1-0.05 -0.002
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Figure 5.9: Compare the results of GNG and grid agents together in simula-tions with and without ommuniation. With ommuniation the grid agentimproved his results, but the results were worse for GNG agent omparedto the single-kind simulations. The graphs show the mean of hunger in twoseparate boxes eah of whih ontains results of one agents' kind.
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Chapter 6DisussionIn previous hapter you have seen experimental runs of the simulation whereI have ompared the level of overall hunger of agents throughout the simu-lation's steps. Now I am going to sum up those results and disuss possibleoutomes.Simulation settings (size of the environment, number and distribution ofresoures) allowed random agents to survive few steps when they ould om-muniate with eah others. Thereby the ommuniation was strong tool foragents how to improve their results.The ommuniation was not always an improvement as you an see in5.6 where the grid agents were less e�ient when they were allowed to shareinformation about the environment. The ommuniation brings more inomeinformation and thus inreases the ration between positive and negative vari-ables (see 2.2) and disorients agents. Owing to ommuniatio it is hard todeide whih of gng and grid agent was better.As I have already lari�ed the grid agent has perfet results without usingommuniation as soon as he survives �rst thousand steps. On the otherhand, he obviously fails to use ommuniation as an improving fator. Thatis something where the gng agents win.Seond part of experiments is about omparing simulation with more kindsof agents at one. Thereby I ould observe how they ompete against eahothers. So I have observed GNG+Grid+PR+Random, GNG+Grid+Randomand GNG+Grid. Apart experiments with ommuniation, I have also runsimulation whereby the agents were not able to ommuniation, although insuh onditions the result ould not be di�erent from single-kind setups.Sine there are pure reative agents in the �rst experiment (with GNG,grid, PR and random agents) the agents have a perfet soure of informationand thus easily sueeded. Having omitted PR agents I ould have observedthat gng agents have bettered and, on the other hand, the grid agent beome43



worse. Furthermore, when you look at results of GNG+Grid simulation wherethe random agents are missing, you an see that both grid and gng agentsbeome worse, although the random agents should be muh helpfull.What is di�erent between random agents and memory agents is the ran-dom agent answers only orret positions, when he is asked, and the memoryagent usually answers using his believes.There were minor problems I had to deal with, for example I had tosetup variables for the GNG algorithm. What I have learnt from that isthe algorithm is expeted to slowly onverge to the learnt topology. On theother hand, I have used it for unnertain dynamily hanging data whih weremostly based on other agents' believes. That is probably why muh simplermemory struture used for grid agents has better results.
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Chapter 7ConlusionsI have reated a multi-agent simulation with four di�erent kinds of agents eahof whih di�ers in their approah to ful�ll their needs. What they had to su-eed in was they were put inside a two dimensional environment whereby theyhad to learn positions of six food resoure so as to be able to survive. Theywere pure reative agent, random agent, GNG agent and grid agent. Lattertwo had a memory to learn those positions. GNG agent used implemantionof growing neural gas, an unsupervised neural network, and grid agent useddata struture inspired by [5℄.In the experiments I have ompared those agents in their e�ieny. FirstI have set up environments in whih was only a single kind of agent andafter that I have ombined di�erent kinds of agents together. The results oftheir e�ieny measured by the overall hunger were presented in graphs andstatistial variables suh as mean, median, maximal and minimal value.
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